Magoproduction presents
Flying Squirrels

26 x 13 minutes - target 8 - 12 years - End of Production July 2015
Main Broadcaster: TV3, RAI, Canal+
Public Support: ICEC (Catalunya), ICAA (Spain), Media Distribution (EU)
Author: Muyi Neira, Martin Guido, Christophe Erbes
Director: Martin Guido, Alex Lopez, Vanvelvet
Synopsis:
The Flying are five teenagers who rule the streets of Dragon City. When an old pirate map falls into
their hands, they discover there is an ancient treasure hidden in the depths of the desert. A sacred
chest that gives all the power in the universe to the one who opens it. But the mafia boss who controls
the city, a huge corporation that seeks world domination and an ambitious journalist are also after the
treasure. They must face dangerous adventures and defeat their enemies to achieve their goal.
However, which of the five is worthy to be trusted with the secret of limitless power ?

Dr.W

78 x 4 minutes (39 x 8 min; 26 x 12 min) - target kids (6 - 9 years) - Available
Main Broadcaster: TV3, Señal Colombia
Public Support: ICEC (Catalunya)
Author: Muyi Neira, Martin Guido
Director: Muyi Neira, Alex Lopez
Synopsis:
Dr. W is a wacky doctor who’s always searching for the truth about nature. He hosts a general
knowledge TV show and in each episode he explains things in his own zany, ironic way. Dr. W is
stubborn and will do whatever it takes to get to the bottom of things. He can present a wide range of
subjects, no matter how hard, painful or complicated they may seem. Dr. W gives kids straightforward
answers to everyday questions touching on everything from human conception to robotics, the
apocalypse and surreal art.

Tin & Tan

52 x 7 minutes - target pre-school (4 - 6 years) - in development
Main Broadcaster: TV3
Public Support: ICEC (Catalunya)
Author: Martin Guido, Patricia Velasquez
Director: Alex Lopez, Javier de Manuel
Synopsis:
Tin & Tan are two little brothers living in the heart of Africa in a Natural Reserve. Tan is a curious six
years old girl, she loves animals and adventures. She wants to get veterinarian like her mother. Her 3
years old brother Tin, who still doesn't know to speak, wants to follow the path of his father, a ranger in
the Reserve. Together with a group of friends they are helping in every episode the giraffe who is
afraid of heights, the crocodile that doesn't swim or the mole that is afraid of the darkness.
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